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BUILDING ROADS FOR THE FUTURE
The Government has provided £22.9m to be used to fund tests of a series of technologies to future
proof the UK’s roads. New technologies to be trialled include plastic road surfaces to prevent
potholes, kinetic energy gathered from roads to power lighting and harnessing geothermal energy
to prevent car parks and bus stations from icing up in winter.
‘Live Labs’ will be set up across eight local authorities;
Buckinghamshire, Bedfordshire, Cumbria, Staffordshire, Kent,
Reading, Suffolk, Solihull and Birmingham, with a view to
rolling out successful schemes to other parts of the country.
£1.6m will be allocated to extend the trials of plastic roads in
Cumbria. This process involves using pellets of recycled plastic
to an asphalt mix as a binding agent in place of Bitumen. The
process is said to create a stronger road that is less susceptible
to potholes.
The idea is to see through the trials how new technologies work in the real world to ensure the
roads are more sustainable for the future. In Buckinghamshire, kinetic energy recovery technology
will be used to gather energy from the testing carriageway and relay it to roadside battery units.
Trials in Bedfordshire will see geothermal energy used to heat water pipes laid just below the
surface to help de-ice car parks and bus stations in sub-zero conditions and £4m will be spent in
Staffordshire, examining how to extend the concept of smart motorways to local road networks.
THE SMART MOTORWAY DEBATE
The Police have now expressed concern over smart motorways claiming that it will make it more
difficult to catch ‘dangerous’ drivers. They have warned that the lack of an emergency lane makes
it is impossible to pull over problem drivers.
David Blundell, who leads on roads policing for the
Police Federation, said:
“The difficulty with smart motorways is that they are
difficult for the police to operate on, there’s no hard
shoulder, so where do we safely stop another motorist if
they have committed an offence or we want to give
them some advice?
However large stretches of Britain’s motorway network is being upgraded with new technology
intended to improve traffic flow and ease congestion. It is anticipated that by 2020 within current
plans some 500 miles of the 2,000 will have the capacity for all lane running.
KEYLESS CARS
Research by WHICH? - claims hundreds of popular cars are susceptible to keyless theft. Four of the
five best-selling models in the UK, the Ford Fiesta, Ford Focus, Volkswagen Golf and Nissan
Qashqai, were all at risk. A growing number of new cars are made with keyless entry systems which
enable owners to open them with the brush of a hand, as long as the actual key is nearby. Thieves
are, however, increasingly thought to be using technology to bypass entry systems on keyless cars
allowing them to enter the vehicle and drive away.
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TRAINING AND SUPERVISION OF LEARNER DRIVERS FOR TEACHING VOCATIONAL CATEGORIES
A driving Instructor recently had a problem with the licence requirements for
teaching vocational categories and approached the ADI National Joint Council
(ADINJC) who sought to clarify the position with the DVSA. Now having resolved
and clarified the position Sue Duncan (pictured), Secretary of the ADINJC has
produced this factsheet to help clarify the position for anyone considering
teaching additional categories.

Firstly, let’s take a look at what the regulations say –
•
Motor Vehicle (Driving Licences) 1999
Regulations 17 (2A) require that for the
purposes of supervising a provisional licence
holder who is driving a vehicle included in
sub-category C1, C1+E, D1 and D1+E a person
is not a qualified driver unless that person has
(in addition to the other specified
requirements) passed a test in which the
vehicle used in the practical test fell within
the same sub-category as that of the learner
vehicle

vehicle unless they are under the supervision
of a qualified driver or driving instructor.
The regulations then go on to specify what is
meant by ‘qualified driver’ – that they are 21
years of age or over; hold a relevant licence
and has the relevant driving experience (and
in the case of a disabled driver they would be
able to take control in the event of an
emergency). For the purposes of supervising
a provisional licence holder of a C1, C1+E, D1
or D1+E, in addition to those requirements,
the qualified driver must have passed a test
in the vehicle which the provisional licence
holder is driving.

•
The conditions for driving under a
provisional licence include that the holder of
the provisional licence shall not drive a

So what does this mean?
•

You may drive a C1 or D1 vehicle if you passed your category B test before 1st January 1997
but not supervise anyone

•

You must take a test if you wish to supervise C1 or D1.

•

Implied (101) rights do not give provisional entitlement.

•

You must apply to DVLA to get provisional entitlement.

•

You must satisfy the relevant medical requirements before applying for the theory and
practical tests.

•

Once you have provisional entitlement you must be supervised by a qualified driver if
driving on public roads.

•

Although the driving licence plastic card and the information on DVLA’s View my Driving
Licence service won’t necessarily show any distinction between implied rights and that a
test was taken, the driver record held by DVLA (and which the police have access to) will
do.
(Continued on the next page)
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TRAINING AND SUPERVISION OF LEARNER DRIVERS FOR TEACHING VOCATIONAL CATEGORIES
(Continued)
•

When making any enquiries with either DVSA or DVLA contact centres, you must explicitly
say that you intend to supervise learners in these categories and so need to take a test and
you are not simply checking you have the entitlement to drive.

•

The same rules apply to driving and supervising C1+E and D1+E.

There have been some concerns expressed about (non-ADI) vocational trainers providing training in
the lower categories. DVSA’s view is that the holder of category C or C+E entitlement will enable
them to supervise a learner in the respective C1 or C1+E vehicle as passing the test in the higher
category confirms they have demonstrated the relevant skills in driving a larger vehicle. If they are
not an ADI they will of course have to comply with the relevant driving experience requirement.

PUBLIC SUPPORT GROWS FOR MANDATORY RE-TESTING
The public support for regular mandatory driver re-testing has increased following the Duke of
Edinburgh’s recent crash new research shows but it raises the
question as to whether or not we will prevent such incidents by
undertaking such a draconian step, what stress it will place on
older and the more vulnerable members of our society, what
exactly are we to test and who is going to be put in a position of
conducting such a test. However there is a bank of drivers who
are backing a change in the law which would force every motorist
to retake their test, either at set intervals or in old age, in order
to keep their licence.
Two in three motorists now support the idea of compulsory driving re-tests. A majority suggest that
they should take place once licence-holders are 70 or over. The policy has been growing in favour
for some time, with just over half of drivers backing re-tests in the first half of January, but
support surged after 97-year-old Prince Philip’s Land Rover crashed into another car and
overturned.
The findings emerged in research by BuyaCar.co.uk, which began canvassing opinion on mandatory
re-testing before the incident. The sudden marked shift in public opinion also revealed a belief that
it’s not just elderly drivers who could benefit: three in five respondents thought that every
motorist should be tested every ten years. However a majority believed that this should be linked
to age, with opinion fairly evenly split on a range of options between the ages of 70 and 90.
The survey asked 400 people ‘Do you think that drivers should have to re-take their driving test?’
and – if so – when? Before the Royal crash a small majority of 53% said drivers should be re-tested.
Since the crash, this increased to 66%. In both cases, the most common timescale suggested was
every ten years, but a majority of drivers believed that it should be linked to age. No drivers
thought that re-tests should be mandatory on retirement but there was support for re-examination
of 70-year-olds from 7.5%. Re-testing 75-year-olds was backed by 15% and 10% were in favour of
testing at 80. There were 12.5% of respondents who believed testing should only happen at 85 and
10% who would stretch that to age 90.
However if it had been me who had made the error at 97 you would never have heard a word about
re-testing!
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FIRMS TAXING ITS EMPLOYEES
Employing staff and then charging them to come to work is not necessarily new but there is again
seemingly another push to do so. It would appear that a number of councils across the UK are
planning to introduce a Workplace Parking Levy (WPL which could see people that drive to work
charged up to £1,000 a year to park.
Now Edinburgh and Glasgow councils have
announced they plan to go ahead with the
charge while Reading, Oxford, Bristol,
Cambridge and the London boroughs of
Merton, Brent and Camden are at the
consultation stage and Hounslow is planning
one of the highest charges, up to £1,000 per
space per year.
Thinktank Centre for Cities claims WPLs are a
way for cities to generate funding for policies
to extend prosperity to more people by
improving public transport and therefore
increasing access to opportunities for more
people. It also believes it will encourage
commuters to carpool or switch to public
transport, which reduces congestion and its
costs to business and residents. The reduction
in traffic also improves carbon emissions and
air quality. Spaces reserved for disabled
people and the emergency services are
exempt, while exempting firms with fewer
than 10 spaces reduces costs for business and
the council.

The Workplace Parking Levy is levied on
employers for each car parking space they
provide (those with 10 or more parking
spaces). Companies can choose to either pay
it or pass it down to employees. The WPL has
already been rolled out in Nottingham where
four in 10 companies pass on the costs to
staff. Businesses in Nottingham with more
than 10 parking spaces are charged £415 per
space per year. Since it was introduced, the
charge has raised £53.7m which has been
used to improve Nottingham's tram network.

We are already seeing the demise of our high street because of access by car or extremely high
charges for parking. Are bus services are struggling in many places to survive through lack of use
but are hampered by the fact that they take you from a place where you aren’t; to a place where
you don’t want to be; at a time you don’t wish to travel; and in an environment you don’t wish to
share! The AA has described the WPL as a “poll tax on wheels”.

POTHOLE COMPENSATION 2017/2018
Compensation amounting to £2.8m was paid to drivers for damage caused by potholes in 2017/18,
according to new figures published by Confused.com which reveals that Surrey County Council paid
out the most in compensation at £446,812.
The figures also show that 905,000 potholes were reported to councils in one year, the equivalent
of almost 2,500 per day. The South East was the most prolific region in the UK when it comes to
potholes with 143,000 potholes being repaired in 2017/18 at a cost of more than £12m.
The number of potholes reported in the UK has increased by 2% in the last year and it’s a battle
councils continue to fight.
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DRINK DRIVE AROUND THE EU
Ireland
The
Irish
parliament
has
approved tougher new penalties
for drivers caught over the legal
BAC limit of 0.5g/l. Under the new rules,
drivers with a BAC between 0.5g/l and 0.8g/l
will face an automatic three-month driving
ban. The previous penalty for that offence
was three penalty points, but no ban. The
change in the law has faced a tortuous
legislative journey after a handful of

parliamentarians attempted to delay its
adoption. More than half of those drinkers
had an extremely high blood alcohol
concentrate amounting to well over four
times the legal driving limit. In addition the
Road Safety Authority (RSA) in Ireland has
revealed that more than 50% of pedestrians
killed on Irish roads between 2008 and 2015
had consumed alcohol.

Malta
The legal limit in Malta is 0.5g/l
but the new Maltese National
Alcohol Policy has set a 0.2g/l
limit for motorists with a driving licence
issued less than two years earlier,
motorcyclists, drivers of lorries weighing
more than 3.5 tonnes or carrying dangerous
goods, any passenger vehicle fitted with more
than eight seats and taxis. The Maltese plans

also include introduction of mandatory
assessment, education and treatment for
drink-driving offenders and “legislative
support” to enable law enforcement officers
to always be able to carry out random breath
testing and behavioural roadside tests as well
as compulsory road testing following a road
collision.

Germany
The German Road Safety Council
says
drivers
are
still
underestimating the risks of
drink-driving. According to an opinion survey
carried out by Ipsos in December, one in four
respondents would drink one or two glasses of
beer at a party within four hours and then
drive home by car. The Road Safety Council
has long campaigned for an absolute ban on

alcohol at the wheel. The organisation is also
calling for the use of alcohol interlock devices
in Germany particularly for rehabilitation of
repeat drink-driving offenders. Alcohol
interlocks are already established as an
enforcement
measure
in
neighbouring
Austria, Belgium, France, the Netherlands
and Poland – though the Dutch scheme is
currently suspended.

Czech Republic
Parliamentarians in the Czech
Republic
are
considering
tougher penalties for drinkdriving. The leader of the CSSD
party in the Parliament is understood to be
considering changes to the law that could
include a lifetime ban for drivers that cause
death while driving under the influence as
well as longer prison sentences. The Prime

Minister Andrej Babiš, who is from the ANO
2011 party in the coalition government, is
reportedly supportive of the tougher
penalties. (The UK government said in 2017
that it would propose legislation to allow for
life sentences for causing death by drink or
drug driving. Italy passed a “road murder”
law in 2016 that included sentencing of up to
12 years in prison for such an offence.)

France
New data from France confirms
the large overlap between drink
and drug driving in fatal
collisions. Among the 439 drivers
that tested positive for drugs after being
involved in a fatal collision in 2017, half (224)
also had a Blood Alcohol Concentration (BAC)

level above the legal limit in France of 0.5
g/l. The proportion is similar for non-fatal
collisions. The injury risk of drugs combined
with alcohol is comparable to the risk of
alcohol consumption alone at a BAC of 1.2
g/l. or above, according to the DRUID project
on drug driving.
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CEMEX ADD TO THEIR CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY PORTFOLIO

A pedestrian safety campaign, developed by a multi-national company which supplies concrete and
aggregates to construction sites, has been further developed. Devised by CEMEX, the pedestrian
campaign was first launched at the start of 2018 and carries the message ‘Don’t chance it… Look
out before you step out’. Previously CEMEX has also been very active with promoting a cyclist
safety campaign.
The company has produced a range of resources to inform pedestrians about how to stay safe
around large goods vehicles, including leaflets, posters and video – all of which are available to
download and use free of charge from the company’s website.
CEMEX – which has concrete plants in Edmonton, Kings Cross and Fulham – has introduced 57 new
DAF trucks to its fleet, all of which will carry the campaign’s safety message as they travel around
London and further afield.
In addition to the pedestrian safety in general they have added some more specific messages
targeting three different groups of vulnerable pedestrians – school children, the not-so-young and
mums with babies and toddlers.
GUIDANCE ON AUTOMATED VEHICLE TRIALLING
The Department of Transport (DfT) has published updated guidance on automated vehicle trialling,
which re-iterates that the law currently requires ‘a driver or operator, in or out of the vehicle, who
is ready, able, and willing to resume control of the vehicle’. The Government is aware of the
growing desire to conduct more advanced trials on public roads but such
trials may well currently be outside of the law and may require support and
facilitation from the Department for Transport in order to proceed. As a
result, the Department’s motoring agencies will develop and operate a
process to support advanced trials on public roads.’ The DfT said that
advanced trials will not be supported unless they have passed rigorous safety
assessments, adding that the move represents ‘a major boost’ to the sector
and demonstrates that the Government is on track to meet its commitment
to have fully self-driving vehicles on UK roads by 2021. The document states
that the process of approving advanced trials will be available to support
industry ‘when they are ready to do such trials’ and that those planning to conduct advanced trials
should contact the Government’s Centre for Connected and Autonomous Vehicles in advance.
You can find a copy of the guide at https://www.grahamfeest.com/resources/latest-uploads/
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CALL TO RAISE THE FIXED PENALTY FOR SPEEEDING
Increased speeding fines and stricter punishments for traffic offences have received over whelming
public backing according to a new survey. A poll found that 80 per cent of people backed tougher
penalties for offences such as speeding and 85 per cent also wanted to see stricter enforcement of
traffic laws.
Alison Hernandez, road safety lead for England’s Police and Crime Commissioners commissioned the
survey and believes that minimum fines should increase. She is proposing that the minimum fine
should be raised to £130 as other less dangerous road offences are punished more harshly such as
littering which can result in a £150 fine.
Alison Hernandez is the current Police and Crime Commissioner for Devon and Cornwall and speaks
on behalf of all the police and crime commissioners on road safety said:
“The results of this survey send a clear
message that road safety is important to our
communities and they want to see more
rigorous enforcement of our traffic laws.
Also, the level of fixed penalty notice fines
for some offences is out of kilter with the
harm caused. The penalty for those caught
using a handheld mobile phone while driving
doubled to a £200 fine and six points last
year, and the maximum fine for those
admitting littering from a car rose to £150 –
yet the fixed penalty charge for speeding
remains at £100 and three points. As Police
and Crime Commissioner, I am calling for the

fixed penalty fines for some traffic offences
to be increased
to act as a
greater deterrent
and importantly
that
this
additional
revenue is passed
directly
onto
local road safety
measures with a
priority given to
enforcement.”

Under current laws, motorists will receive a £100 fixed penalty notices and three penalty points for
most offences. This punishment can rise up to £2,500 for the most severe offences and if your case
is taken to court.
MOST CONGESTED CITY
London has been named as the UK’s most congested city, with drivers spending an average of 227
hours stuck in traffic in 2018. The INRIX
Global Traffic Scorecard ranks the
impact of traffic congestion in more
than 200 cities across 38 countries
worldwide.
Not only is London ranked number one
in the UK, the annual scorecard places it
third in Europe (behind Moscow and
Istanbul) and sixth in the world.
Six of the UK’s 10 most congested roads
in 2018 were located in London. The most congested road fell to the A406, North Circular Road,
from Chiswick Roundabout to Hanger Lane, on which drivers were delayed by 15 mins a day –
equating to 61 hours in 2018.
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SEATBELT AND MOBILE PHONE USE SURVEYS: GREAT BRITAIN - 2017
Since 1988 the Department for Transport has commissioned surveys on seatbelt use by vehicle
occupants on the national road network. Since 2002, similar surveys for driver mobile phone use
have also been undertaken.
In summary of a detailed 15 page report the finding are
Mobile phone use
• In 2017, 1.1% of drivers were observed using
a hand-held mobile phone whilst driving on
weekdays in Great Britain, of which 0.4%
were observed holding the phone to their ear
and 0.8% holding the phone in their hand.
• This compares to 1.6% of all drivers
observed using a mobile phone in the
previous survey in 2014 in England and
Scotland combined.

• In England and Wales, 0.6% of drivers were
observed using a hand-held device whilst
driving in 2017, compared to 2.0% in
Scotland.
• For car drivers, 1.0% were observed using a
hand-held mobile phone whilst driving in
Great Britain in 2017.

Seatbelt use
• In Great Britain, 96.5% of drivers were
observed using a seatbelt on weekdays in
2017.
• This compares to 95.3% of all drivers
observed using a seatbelt in the previous
survey in 2014 in England and Scotland
combined.

• In 2017, 93.1% of front seat passengers and
90.7% of rear seat passengers were observed
using a seatbelt in Great Britain.
• For car drivers, 98.6% were observed using
a seatbelt in Great Britain in 2017.

Neil Greig, IAM RoadSmart director of policy and research, said:
"In spite of these being small percentages, this still amounts to hundreds of thousands of
people who daily flout the law and put themselves and others at
risk. "The best way of tackling this ever-present issue is to make
people believe there is a high chance of being caught. This could
start tomorrow if consistent guidelines on using mobile speed
camera vans to enforce seatbelt and mobile phones laws were
issued. Currently there is no standard approach on using this highprofile resource across the UK. Making non-wearing of seatbelts an
endorsable offence is also a quick win. Not only would it persuade
more people to take the offence seriously but it might tempt them
to take a seatbelt awareness course. People avoid using seatbelts
for a wide range of individual reasons and these views need to be
challenged face-to-face."
In 2017 the proportion of car occupants killed while not wearing a seatbelt reached its highest level
in Britain since records began. More than a quarter (27%) of the 787 car occupants killed in crashes
on Britain’s roads in 2017 were not wearing a seltbelt, according to Department for Transport (DfT)
data.
You can find a copy of the survey at https://www.grahamfeest.com/resources/latest-uploads/
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DRINK DRIVE DEATHS UP
Provisional drink drive figures for 2017 recently published by the DfT, show that 290 people were
killed in collisions where at least one driver was over the drinkdrive limit – the highest number since 2009 – this despite a year-onyear fall in the number collisions involving a driver over the legal
alcohol limit.
The equates to approximately 16% of road deaths in 2017, is 26%
higher than 2016 – when there was an estimated 230 drink drive
related deaths.
The provisional figures point however to a couple of interesting and to an extent unexplained
outcomes. Firstly despite the substantial rise in deaths, there was a year-on-year fall in the total
number of drink drive related injuries in 2017 – down by 4% to 8,660. Secondly there was a 6% yearon-year fall in the number of crashes involving a drink driver – down from 6,070 to 5,730.
When ever the subject is raied the message which comes each time is that England and Wales now
stand alone with the highest drink drive limit in Europe (0.8mg of alcohol in 100ml of blood) after
Malta, the previous joint highest, lowered its drink drive limit to 0.5mg of alcohol in 100ml per litre
of blood last year. However the question is that whilst it might be sensible and have general public
support to lower the limit would it really have any great effect in the number of deaths?
The DfT are keen for the above to be accompanied with the following statement:
“The provisional central estimate of the number of deaths in crashes with at least one driver over
the alcohol limit for 2017 is 290. This represents about 16% of all deaths in reported road accidents
in 2017. The central estimate for 2017 is higher than the final figure for 2016, but the increase is
not statistically significant. The 95% confidence range indicates that we can be 95% certain that the
true figure, as opposed to the estimate, falls somewhere between 240 and 330 fatalities. The
provisional estimate for 2017 is based on coroners’ and procurators’ fiscal reports for 28% of the
drivers or riders who were killed in road traffic accidents in 2017 in addition to breath tests taken at
the scene. The final figure for 2017 will be published in August 2019, and is likely to be based on
around 60-70% of drivers who died in road collisions. Therefore the final 2017 figure may be
different from this provisional estimate.”

FUNDING FOR ROAD SAFETY PROJECTS
The Road Safety Trust is registered charity which supports projects and research aimed at making
the UK roads safer for all road users has announced its funding themes
for the next two years.
The theme for 2019 is ‘innovative traffic calming and provision for
vulnerable road users’ – while for 2020 it will be ‘how technology
can be used to reduce criminality and unsafe driving’. The themes
have been selected following a consultation, held in October 2018,
which asked road safety professionals to rate a series of road safety
related topics by importance.
Details of how to apply for a grant will be made available before the 2019 funding application
window opens on 18th March.
For further information about the Road Safety Trust https://roadsafetytrust.org.uk/
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TAILGATING CAMPAIGN CONTINUES
Don’t be a Space Invader’ was launched in September 2018 by Highways England on the back of
figures showing one in eight road casualties are caused by people who drive too close to the vehicle
in front and uses the well-known Space Invader video game character to alert drivers to the antisocial nature and risks of tailgating.
Highways England has published the findings of a
survey which reveals tailgating is the ‘biggest single
bugbear that drivers have about other road users’.
The survey suggests that nearly 90% of drivers have
either been tailgated or witnessed it while more than
a quarter of drivers admitted to committing the
action.
Tailgating also makes the driver in front feel
targeted and victimised, distracting their attention
from the road ahead and making them more likely to make a mistake. It is intimidating and
frightening if you’re on the receiving end. The Highways England message is that they want
everyone to travel safely, so the advice is – stay safe, stay back.”
Championship winning Le Mans racing driver Ben Collins is now backing the campaign.

BACK TO THE CLASSROOM FOR NEAR 1.5 MILLION DRIVERS/RIDERS
Attendance at driver retraining courses as an alternative to penalty points is up by a more than a
third in the past five years according to the National Driver
Offender Retraining Scheme (NDORS).
1.45 million UK drivers completed one of their courses after
having committed a motoring offence in 2018. The represents
an increase of 36% since 2013, when a total of 1.07 million and
since 2010, over 10 million people have attended a course from
NDORS.
Courses are offered to drivers who commit
minor offences as an alternative to penalty
points and a fine, at the discretion of police
forces. Drivers cannot attend more than one
course within three years. Not surprisingly
the busiest courses in 2018 were the Speed
Awareness Courses, which had 1.19 million

attendees and some 110,000 drivers have
been sent on the recently introduced
motorway awareness courses, which aim to
improve understanding of smart motorway
laws such as variable speed limits and
adhering to red X’s indicating lane closures.

Director of the RAC Foundation, Steve Gooding, said,
“This data suggests that, astonishingly, as many as one in four drivers has now been sent
back to the classroom for breaking road traffic law – hopefully to emerge as ambassadors
for better, more responsible motoring behaviours.
A spokesman for UK Road Offender Education, the organisation responsible for managing NDORS,
said that recent independent research showed the courses were more effective at reducing
speeding over a three-year period than issuing fines and points.
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SIMPLE AND EFFECTIVE IMPROVEMENT AT ‘DANGEROUS’ JUNCTION
A simple and effective road safety initiative installed at a crossroad junction has reduced collisions
and delivered a 97% first year rate of return against the potential cost of an collision.
Clearview Intelligence and Scotland TranServ worked in
partnership to install vehicle detection and vehicle activated
signs (VAS) at the Crosshands junction between Kilmarnock
and Mauchline in Scotland. Over nearly a five year period
between 2012 and 2016 there were seven reported crashes
at the junction which is located at the bottom of a hidden
dip. However since the scheme has been implemented there
have been just two collisions in 22 months, representing a
reduction of 0.4 crashes a year.

Chris Keenan, General Manager, Scotland for Clearview Intelligence, said:
“Previously, drivers travelling along the A76
would only have sight of the junction – and
any traffic turning out of the B744 – once
they had started to descend the hill. This
would provide limited time for them to react
to vehicles crossing or turning out of the side
road and onto the main carriageway. The
benefits of VAS installation have been twofold. Its positioning in advance of the hill

brow forewarns drivers of traffic at the
junction below but also alerts them if they
are travelling above a safe speed for the
road. To have achieved a 97 percent first
year rate of return on investment is
outstanding and demonstrates the impact this
initiative is already having on the safety of
motorists using the road.”

Solar powered technology was installed along both stretches of the B744 sideroad to detect when
traffic is waiting to turn onto the A76. Clearview’s count and classify system detects when vehicles
are waiting by using inductive loops and transmits this information to the VAS signs which are
positioned in both directions of the A76, in advance of the hill. The VAS signs, which are also solar
powered, then display a ‘vehicle turning’ alert to forewarn of traffic at the junction below. The
same signs also use radar detection to issue ‘slow down’ warnings to vehicles travelling above a
safe speed for that stretch of the A76. Since its implementation collisions at this junction have
reduced from an average of 1.4 a year to one.

ADVICE FOR TRANSPORTING PREMATURE AND LOW BIRTH WEIGHT BABIES
RoSPA has released a suite of new resources and practical advice for parents
and professionals on how best to transport premature and
low birth weight babies. Improved survival rates and earlier
discharges for premature and low birth weight babies has led
to an increase in smaller infants being transported in child
car seats. In light of this RoSPA has produced resources which include
instructional video clips for parents and advice that practitioners can share.
For more inofrmation go to www.childcarseats.org.uk
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REDUCING SPEEDING IN EUROPE
Speeding remains a significant problem in most European countries according to new research
which has been published by the European Transport Safety Council (ETSC).
The researchers looked at the numbers of vehicles
found to be driving above the speed limit on different
road types in the countries that were able to provide
such data. On urban roads, where 37% of all EU road
deaths occur, the researchers found that between 35%
and 75% of vehicle speed observations were higher than
the legal speed. The new report also highlights speedrelated measures currently being implemented across
EU Member States.
Around 500 people die every week on EU roads which
has not changed for several years with driving too fast
being the number one killer. The EU has a once-in-ageneration opportunity to make a massive difference by
looking at technologies Including overridable Intelligent
Speed Assistance (ISA) on every new vehicle as standard
which could eventually prevent a fifth of road deaths.
Some of the countries with the best safety records in
Europe have lower standard speed limits on rural roads,
including Sweden at 70km/h with 27 deaths per million
inhabitants. Norway (26), Switzerland (26), Denmark (37) and the Netherlands (37) all set the limit
at 80km/h.
You can find a copy of the report at https://www.grahamfeest.com/resources/latest-uploads/

UPDATE OF THE 2010 REPORT “ROAD SAFETY SINCE 2010”
It is understood that the Department for Transport is in the final stages of preparing for publication
an updated/refreshed road safety statement which will move us
forward from the current edition which was issued in 2015.
To keep the focus on the big picture – reducing the number of the
most serious road casualties – PACTS have revised and updated
their report “Road Safety Since 2010.” This updated version
includes the latest (2017) casualty data.
The report confirms the lack of progress in reducing deaths on UK
roads over the past seven years. Uniquely, it compares the trends,
on common bases, across the main jurisdictions of the UK
(England, London, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland) and for
the Strategic Road Network in England. It also compares casualty
trends for the main road user groups. It shows that concerted
national action is required by the UK government and devolved
authorities to get UK road safety back on track.
You can find a copy of the report at https://www.grahamfeest.com/resources/latest-uploads/
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AA NAMED BEST BREAKDOWN COVER PROVIDER
Drivers have named the AA the UK’s most reliable breakdown cover provider in an independent
survey of 15,384 motorists by What Car? The AA took the top spot for breakdown cover in the 2018
What Car? Reliability survey which asked drivers whether their car had broken down in the previous
12 months and if so what level of service they received. The UK’s biggest provider of breakdown
cover came out on top as the fastest to arrive at a breakdown – in most cases taking between 30
minutes to an hour - and was least likely of all providers to keep drivers waiting for more than two
hours. It also emerged as the leading provider for getting vehicles going again with either
permanent or temporary repairs.
YOUNG CAR OCCUPANTS AND SEAT BELTS
Half of drivers aged 18-24 admit to being in a
car with someone not belted up in the past
year according to new research by Brake.
Young drivers are nearly three times more
likely to be in a car with someone who isn’t
belted up compared to all drivers and more
than eight times more likely than drivers over

65. These findings come from a survey of
2,000 drivers, commissioned by Brake and
follow on from the statistics which showed
that 27% of the 787 car occupants who died in
2017 were not wearing seat belts. That
equals 212 lives which potentially could have
been saved if a seat belt was being used.

SAFETY OF CHILDREN AROUND SCHOOLS
Neath Port Talbot Council believes the school vicinity should be a safe haven and not a threat
caused by parking issues and so the Council’s Road Safety Team has carried out a county-wide
School Gate Parking campaign in partnership with South Wales Police and Mid and West Wales Fire
and Rescue Service to produce banners to be displayed outside all schools to raise awareness as
well as delivering education to all pupils - encouraging them to be a positive influence on those
taking them to school. Enforcement however for persistent drivers appears to be the most effective
way to tackle this issue. Neath Port Talbot Council has its own Camera Enforcement Van which
photographs “illegally parked vehicles” simply by driving past a school and then generating a fixed
penalty notice served directly to the vehicle keeper’s registered address. The van is equipped with
two roof-mounted Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR) cameras and two colour cameras to
capture video evidence of drivers who have chosen to contravene traffic orders.
SPEEDS UP IN SHARED SPACE SCHEME
The average speed of vehicles using a shared
space in London has increased by 5mph over
the past six years, new figures have revealed.
The statistics show that the average speed of
vehicles using Exhibition Road is now 27mph,
up from 22mph in 2013. Lord Holmes, who
published Accidents by Design in 2015, is
calling on the Government to investigate if
there is a connection between the removal of
pedestrian crossings and an increase in
speeding vehicles. He has been arguing for

years that removing controlled crossings and
pavements and forcing toddlers and tankers,
buses and blind people to “share” the same
space is an absolute disaster. Learning that
the average speed of vehicles along
Exhibition Road has increased to 27mph is not
good and so I am calling on the government
to investigate the connection between this
deadly street design and increased vehicle
speeds and also why speed limits are not
being enforced.

Purely from my observations there is far less traffic in Exhibition Road since the introduction of the shared
space scheme and drivers are able to move at a faster speed. That is not to condone the increase in speed in
such areas but it might well offer some explanation.
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SHARING THE ROAD WITH LARGE VEHICLES
Richard Gladman, IAM RoadSmart's head of riding and driving standards has recently provided seven
tips to help and guide all drivers and those who train them about sharing the road with larger vehicles.

Often one of the missing links when teaching
people to become drivers is to get them to
understand about the larger vehicles which use the
road. The important messages will get conveyed to
learners providing the opportunity arises and but
ideally the skills need to be learned in practical
terms.
The driver of a large vehicle will tell you, they sometimes need a bit of extra space to move down
the road. Visibility can be restricted, and no amount of mirrors will allow all of the blind spots to
be monitored all of the time. On a roundabout they will often need more than one lane so let them
have it; when turning to the left they will almost certainly move out to the right first to create
their turning circle so hang back when you see them indicating their intention to turn left; a few
seconds delay will be worth it if you prevent a crash. Driving in front of, or even behind, a large
lorry can be daunting.
WHEN you're driving along the motorway,
you'll notice many lorries with foreign number
plates. Bear in mind that the driver will be
sitting on the left hand side rather than the
right, so you may be difficult to see and the
driver may be acclimatising his lane position
in the UK. Take extra care when passing and
allow more space if you can.

rain but if needed, make it more. Not only
will it prevent your wipers working overtime,
it will also improve your vision beyond the
HGV.
AN articulated lorry will track sideways in a
right-hand bend on the motorway and on a
roundabout, so avoid being beside it. A good
rule of thumb is to be safely in front of or
safely behind, but never beside an HGV when
entering a roundabout.

WE’VE all heard the saying "if you can see
their mirrors, then they can see you." But an
HGV can have up to five mirrors, and the
driver is only limited to looking at one at a
time so they may not see you. Hold back and
you will eventually be visible in their mirrors

IF you see a queue of traffic in front of you
and have an HGV behind you, introduce your
brake lights early to pre-warn the driver
behind and slow down gradually. This will let
the HGV driver extend their braking distance
and stop in plenty of time. On a motorway or
dual carriageway, hazard lights can be used
to show drivers behind you of any issues
further in front. (Highway Code rule 116)

IDENTIFY when there is a likelihood of the
HGV changing lanes. Is there a slip road
coming up which will be joining traffic and
may force a lane change? Or if there is an
HGV in lane two, are they likely to change
back into lane one? Be accommodating by
hanging back and allowing them to pull into
the lane they are looking to move into.

DESPITE being legally limited to 60mph, an
HGV can only physically go a maximum of
56mph on the motorway. So if you do see a
HGV on the right hand lane, give them a
helping hand by slowing down and letting
them into the left lane. Allow them to pass
more easily if you can.

AT one point in time, we've all experienced
heavy spray from an HGV in front of us. You
can control this by extending the distance
between yourself and the lorry. The Highway
Code suggests at least four seconds in the
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SAFER ROADS SAFER VEHICLES SAFER ROAD USERS SAFER SPEEDS

Monday
29th April 2019

Monday
3rd June 2019

Monday
15th July 2019

Stirling

Manchester

Hinckley

Book now for Stirling taking place on 29th April 2019 at
https://www.grahamfeest.com/gfc-events/upcoming-events/conference-in-2019-at-stirling/
Early Bird Discount about to expire
Book now for Manchester taking place on 3rd June 2019 at
https://www.grahamfeest.com/gfc-events/upcoming-events/manchester-2019/
Book now for Hinckley taking place on 15th July 2019
https://www.grahamfeest.com/gfc-events/upcoming-events/hinckley-2019/

All have a post early bird discount rate for registered individuals of the UK Road Safety Network
DETAILS COMING SOON FOR

Monday
23rd September 2019

Monday
11th November 2019

Hull

Newmarket
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